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Iron Mountain Incorporated (NYSE:IRM) 
helps organizations around the world 
reduce the costs and risks associated with 
information protection and storage. We offer 
comprehensive records management and data 
protection solutions, along with the expertise 
and experience to address complex information 
challenges such as rising storage costs, 
litigation, regulatory compliance and disaster 
recovery. Founded in 1951, Iron Mountain is a 
trusted partner to more than 90,000 corporate 
clients throughout North America, Europe, Latin 
America and Asia Pacific. For more information, 
visit our website at www.ironmountain.com.

About our CompAny
At-A- Gl AnCe ( A s o f 3 /31 /20 07 )

Year Founded: 1951

Major Service LineS:  
  records Management Services
 data Protection and recovery Services
 information destruction Services

eMPLoYeeS: 18,600

corPorate cLientS: >90,000

FaciLitieS WorLdWide: 953

2006 FinanciaL reSuLtS: 
  revenues: $2.4 billion 

oiBda(1): $616 million 
net income: $129 million 
ePS-diluted: $0.64
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Irm stoCk perform AnCe Gr Aph

The following graph compares 
the percentage change in the 
cumulative total return on our 
common stock to the cumulative 
total returns of the S&P 500 Index 
and the Russell 1000 Index for the 
period from December 31, 2001 
through December 31, 2006. This 
comparison assumes an investment 
of $100 on December 31, 2001 and 
the reinvestment of any dividends. $50
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fInAnCIAl hIGhlIGhts

(amounts in thousands, except per share data)  2002  2003  2004  2005  2006

Total Revenues $ 1,318,497 $ 1,501,329 $ 1,817,589 $ 2,078,155 $ 2,350,342

Storage Revenues  759,536  875,035  1,043,366  1,181,551  1,327,169

Gross Margin (excluding depreciation)   52.8%  54.7%  54.7%  54.9%  54.3%

Operating Income  252,586  304,893  344,496  386,784  407,187

Operating Income as a % of Total Revenues  19.2%  20.3%  19.0%  18.6%  17.3%

OIBDA (1)  361,578  435,811  508,125  573,706  615,560

OIBDA as a % of Total Revenues  27.4%  29.0%  28.0%  27.6%  26.2%

Interest Expense, net  136,632  150,468  185,749  183,584  194,958

Income from Continuing Operations  
   per Share — Diluted (2)  0.33  0.43  0.48  0.57  0.64

Net Income per Share — Diluted (2)  0.30  0.43  0.48  0.56  0.64

(1)  Operating income before depreciation and amortization. See Item 6 on p.21 of the accompanying Annual Report on Form 10-K for a reconciliation of OIBDA to Net Income.

(2)  All per share amounts have been adjusted to reflect the three-for-two stock split effective December 29, 2006.
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MaxiMize our Core PhysiCal Businesses
Approximately three-quarters of the $6 billion of capital we have invested in our company has been to 
develop leadership in the physical services businesses in North America and the U.K. These businesses 
form the foundation upon which Iron Mountain is built and provide the cash flow required to fund 
expansion into new business lines and geographies. Maximizing our core physical businesses by driving 
operational uniformity and selling efficiencies is our top priority and is yielding both market share gains 
and margin accretion. Operational uniformity is important to our customers because the consistent 
application of a well-developed records management program is the key to compliance. Further, we 
are investing to elevate the level of security in what we believe are already the most secure operations 
in the industry. We understand and appreciate the value of these core businesses and remain focused 
on protecting and improving them because it is the strong financial performance of these businesses 
that afford us the ability to invest margin and capital expenditure dollars into our three other strategic 
themes to create an even larger, more profitable Iron Mountain. 

estaBlish leadershiP in our digital Markets
Our Worldwide Digital Segment is comprised of three service categories: digital data protection, 
eRecords management and intellectual property management. All of these services are experiencing 
considerable success in the marketplace. We have positioned ourselves as the market leader in PC and 
remote server backup through our acquisitions of Connected and LiveVault. Just as in our core physical 
business, eRecords management is the largest long-term opportunity we face in our digital business. We 
entered this business by becoming a trusted solutions provider in SEC compliant email archiving, serving 
some of Wall Street’s largest companies with the most complicated email archiving problems. We are 
now focusing our attention on bringing new solutions to a broader market in eRecords management and 
driving our cost of operations down.
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ExEcuting Our StratEgy
The Information Protection & Storage Services 
industry has never been more relevant than it is 
today and our opportunity has never been as large. 
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extend our aBility to integrate PhysiCal and digital inforMation
As a large custodian of both paper and digital records, both online and offline, Iron Mountain is well 
positioned to be a leader in integrating physical, digital and hybrid records to help our customers compre-
hensively manage their records, regardless of format or location. We are creating tools and deploying 
specialized storage environments that provide our customers with end-to-end information protection 
and storage solutions. Examples include “scan on demand” services, where we scan and digitally store 
files for customers as they are retrieved in the normal course of that record’s lifecycle, and programs that 
integrate physical documents and online information into a hybrid, online file to increase our customers’ 
speed of access to the information while lowering their operating costs. We expect this business to drive 
significant storage and service revenues in the years to come.

exPand our gloBal serviCes PlatforM
Eleven years ago we operated in only 26 U.S. markets. Today our physical business footprint spans 37 
countries on five continents. Our digital services and systems are deployed in 75 countries. We are 
uniquely positioned to capitalize on our customers’ need for services on a world-wide basis. Our largest 
customers want a single point of accountability in their service provider and this gives us a strong 
competitive advantage. Building out the Iron Mountain footprint, in both physical services and digital 
services, is a fundamental promise we have made to our customers and represents a significant growth 
opportunity for us. 

We are using many strategies to complete our global footprint expansion. In Continental Europe, the 
future will lean more heavily on organic growth, augmented with some acquisitions, based on customer 
demand and market demographics. Organic expansion requires less capital investment than our tradi-
tional acquisition strategy and impacts near-term overall enterprise margin accretion, but will generate 
higher returns on capital over the long term. In Asia Pacific, we have made good progress in the last two 
years through a combination of acquisitions and joint ventures. Our most recent joint venture gives us 
market presence in China and throughout Southeast Asia. Joint ventures, which we have used successfully 
since 1999, allow us to expand quickly and mitigate the risks of entering a new geography. Looking ahead, 
we will target markets where our global customers have the greatest need and where the local economy 
can support acceptable growth rates and returns. In some smaller markets, we may choose to license 
our technology or enter into marketing agreements rather than acquire a business, or enter into a joint 
venture. Our goal is to be where our customers need us to be and we are well on the way to achieving it.
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C. richard reese
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer 
iron Mountain incorporated

Our objectives in this annual report remain the same as 
in the past: to examine our operating results, review the 
progress made in 2006 towards accomplishing our tactical 
and strategic goals, and to share our views about our future. 
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In 2006, Iron Mountain performed well, as we expected. We met or exceeded all of our targets for 
revenues, operating income, operating income before depreciation and amortization (OIBDA) and 
internal growth. Revenue growth remained strong as total revenues increased by $272 million, or 13%, 
and internal growth was 9%, at the top end of our forecasts. A fundamental driver of the business, our 
storage revenue internal growth rate, continued to strengthen in 2006, reaching 10% for the year, up 
from 9% in the prior year. OIBDA rose 7% to $616 million and EPS rose 14% to $0.64 per diluted share. 
OIBDA margins came in on plan at 26.2%. Capital spending was up in comparison to 2005, driven 
primarily by the strong growth of storage revenues, as storage is the most capital intensive service we 
provide. In addition, we took advantage of some local market opportunities to purchase, rather than 
lease, certain storage facilities, resulting in higher than average real estate capital spending. 

Our North American Physical Business Segment, the foundation upon which our company is built, had a 
strong year both financially and operationally. This segment, which represents 71% of our consolidated 
revenues, is comprised of the operating units for physical records management, data protection, secure 
shredding, fulfillment and consulting services in the U.S. and Canada, along with our corporate over-
head functions. This segment continued to strengthen as total revenues increased 9% to $1.7 billion. 
Storage revenue internal growth exceeded 8%, driven primarily by increasing growth rates in the paper 
records management business. During the year we reported the highest storage internal growth rates 
we have seen since 2002, reflecting improved sales productivity and a more positive pricing environ-
ment. The service revenue internal growth rate was 8% in 2006, led by the paper records management 
business and strength in our fulfillment and secure shredding services. Underlying improvements in 

to our shAreholders :
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gross margins in this segment were masked by invest-
ments in transportation management infrastructure, 
information technology and marketing, resulting in 
contribution margins down slightly from 2005. Some 
of these investments are expected to contribute to 
future margin accretion.

We remained active in expanding and developing our 
International Physical Business Segment in 2006. This 
segment represents 23% of our enterprise revenues, or 
$539 million, and grew 24% in 2006. Our International 
Physical Business Segment contains the operations of 
our core physical businesses outside of the U.S. and 
Canada. About two-thirds of our total growth in this 
segment came from acquisitions. Our focus remained 
on footprint expansion in Asia Pacific to support our 
global customers and to enter new markets that 
have significant long-term growth potential in their 
own right. We entered 2006 having just completed a 
major acquisition in Australia/New Zealand, our first 
entry in the Asia Pacific region, and we exited 2006 
with new operations in India and six more countries 
in Southeast Asia, including China. In Europe and Latin 
America we focused on footprint expansion to fill in 
national markets, enter several new country markets 
and to extend the distribution of our core products. 
We established a national secure shredding platform 
in the U.K. and entered new market joint ventures 
in Poland and Russia. In our international expan-
sion program we have often employed joint venture 
structures with local partners to increase the speed 
and reduce the risk of rapid international expansion. 
During the year we purchased the remaining equity 
interest of our Mexican partner and we now own 98% 
of our international revenues and have a minority 
interest liability of less than $6 million remaining on 
our balance sheet. 

Internal growth accounted for the balance, or about 
one-third of the total 2006 revenue growth in the 
International Physical Business Segment. Internal 
growth improved to 8%, up from 3% in 2005, due 

entirely to improvements in Europe. In the near term, 
improving growth rates in the International Physical 
Business Segment will be dilutive to overall margin 
accretion as these businesses are generally below 
scale on a local basis and initially operate at lower 
margins. The smaller average size of these business 
units combined with the need to build management 
and sales infrastructure result in margin performance 
below that of the more developed North American 
Physical Business Segment. In 2006, Europe added to 
and strengthened its teams in the areas of leadership, 
sales and financial management. In Asia Pacific, we 
accelerated planned building relocations to recognize 
future savings but suffered margin decline to pay 
for these moves. At the same time we expanded the 
team and successfully completed major projects to 
separate the Australian and New Zealand businesses 
from the post-acquisition support services provided 
by their previous owner. These included creating 
IT, human resources and accounting and financial 
management functions, standing up new systems, 
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hiring and training staff and converting legacy data. 
The team’s performance was exceptional for this 
complex task. We believe that over time when we 
slow down the acquisition of new international foot-
print operations and we complete the management 
infrastructure investments, this segment will expand 
margin while maintaining strong growth.

The International Physical Business Segment perfor-
mance suffered as a result of a fire that destroyed one 
of our London facilities in July, 2006. Thanks to the 
efforts of our staff and the local fire brigade, there 
were no injuries. The loss of revenues from destroyed 
records and expenses for clean-up, investigations and 
additional security caused a reduction in segment 
results of about $4 million of revenues and $9 million 
of contribution for the year. Our team performed 
exceptionally well recovering from this event and 
keeping customer service levels as close to normal 
as possible under the circumstances. Our customers 

have remained supportive, and, while we have strong 
fire prevention and protection programs in place, we 
continually invest in upgrading these systems in facili-
ties that we occupy as a result of acquiring another 
company or relocating to newer, better protected 
sites when remediation was not feasible. We will 
continue to invest here as we set the standard for our 
industry on a global basis.

Our third segment, Worldwide Digital Business, repre-
sents 6% of our revenues. This business is organized 
to operate on a global basis and its technology 
solutions are currently deployed in 75 countries. We 
now have more than 10 petabytes of customer data 
under protection. This segment is comprised of three 
core service lines: digital data protection, eRecords 
management and intellectual property manage-
ment (IPM). Our digital data protection services 
include hosted and licensed software sales for online 
backup and recovery solutions for desktop and laptop 

Building out the Iron Mountain footprint, in both physical services 
and digital services, is a fundamental promise we have made to our 
customers and represents a significant growth opportunity for us.

iron mounTain 2006 annual reporT iron mounTain 2006 annual reporT

Physical  
Business OPeratiOns

 37 Countries
 5 Continents

Digital 
sOlutiOns DePlOyeD

 75 Countries
 6 Continents
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Iron Mountain continues to grow as a brand in the technology space as we 
combine technology with our industry expertise to solve our customers’ most 
difficult information protection and storage problems.

computers and remote servers using our proprietary 
technologies. Our eRecords management services are 
comprised primarily of digital archiving and related 
services that provide secure, legally compliant and 
cost-effective long-term archiving of electronic 
records, including emails, imaged documents and 
other online assets. Our eRecords management and 
online backup services are the digital equivalents 
to, and natural extensions of, our physical records 
management and data protection and recovery 
services businesses. In our IPM business, we serve as 
a trusted, neutral third party by providing technology 
escrow services to protect and manage intellectual 
property rights such as source code, web domain 
names, and other proprietary information.

Revenues in the Worldwide Digital Business Segment 
grew 23% overall, and 16% internally, to $140 million 
in 2006. Storage revenues, which represent more 
than 70% of this segment’s revenues, had an internal 
growth rate of 37% for the year. Strong data restora-
tion project activity in 2005 drove significant volume 
increases in our email archive leading, in part, to 
the strong year-over-year growth. A decrease in the 
demand for these projects in 2006 and 2007 will 
slow the storage internal growth rate in this piece of 
our digital business in 2007. The Worldwide Digital 
Business Segment is a relatively new business for 
us that turned contribution positive in 2005 and 
continued to positively contribute to the total enter-
prise in 2006. Iron Mountain continues to grow as 
a brand in the technology space as we combine 
technology with our industry expertise to solve our 
customers’ most difficult information protection and 
storage problems. We expect revenue growth to 
remain strong and margins to improve significantly 
over time as we drive scale and efficiency through all 
parts of this business. 

After going public in 1996 and raising capital to 
actively consolidate a fragmented physical services 
industry, we embarked upon a long-term growth 
plan to build global leadership in a new, emerging 

market space: information protection and storage. 
This growth plan is embodied in a three-phase 
strategy that we have executed with discipline ever 
since. The first phase involved establishing leadership 
and broad market access in each of our core busi-
nesses: records management and data protection, 
primarily through acquisitions. In the second phase 
we invested in building a world-class selling organiza-
tion to aggressively sell new customers, converting 
previously unvended demand. Finally, there is the 
third phase, which we term the capitalization phase. 

In this phase, which will run for a long time to come, 
we seek to expand on our relationships with our 
existing customers to help them solve their informa-
tion protection and storage problems and increase 
our share of their expenditures in these areas. Doing 
this means expanding our product lines to solve new, 
more complex customer problems and propagating 
these new services across our global footprint. Our 
company is comprised of related service lines in 
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records management, data protection and recovery 
and information destruction that are delivered on five 
continents. As such, different parts of our business 
are in different stages of their evolution along this 
three-phase strategy. For example, our businesses 
in Eastern Europe and Asia Pacific are still in the first 
phase of development while our digital business is 
in phase two. Our largest and most well established 
businesses, the core physical businesses in North 
America and the U.K., and thus, the enterprise as a 
whole, have moved solidly into the third phase where 
the focus is on driving internal growth from existing 
and new customers and increasing margin and capital 
efficiency, and therefore, returns on invested capital. 

In order to effectively and efficiently manage the 
growth of the different businesses within our port-
folio, each in a different phase of development with 
its own specific requirements, we are focusing signifi-
cant energy and investments internally on four impor-
tant areas: maximizing our core physical businesses, 
initially in North America and the U.K.; establishing 
leadership in our digital markets; extending our 
ability to integrate physical and digital information; 
and expanding our global services platform. A more 
detailed discussion of these strategic themes can be 
found beginning on page 2 of this report. 

Even though acquisitions are no longer the primary 
driver of our revenue growth, they remain an effec-
tive tool in our overall growth strategy and we will 

continue to acquire companies to fill out our global 
footprint and to increase local scale and margin. 
Currently, in North America, we are seeing a new 
wave of consolidation as the cost of doing business in 
this new regulatory environment increases. A primary 
focus of our Corporate Development Group is to sift 
through the myriad of opportunities, select the right 
targets and structure transactions that fit our strategy 
and generate increased shareholder value.

The need for businesses to consolidate their informa-
tion protection and storage solutions in order to drive 
consistency throughout their enterprises, increase 
compliance with changing regulations and ultimately 
to reduce costs, is accelerating globally based upon 
changes to the legal and business environments. In the 
U.S., the newly amended Rule 26 and other changes to 
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, which govern the 
production of evidence in most federal court cases, 
for the first time makes the efficient management of 
electronic records a requirement, not an option. Our 
customers are taking the law very seriously and that is 
accelerating the development of their eRecords reten-
tion and archiving programs. This is having a positive 
impact on our current physical and digital businesses. 

Another significant area of change that is driving 
growth as well as investment is data privacy regula-
tion. We and our customers continue to deal with data 
privacy laws that are designed to protect consumers 
from the disclosure of their personal information. 

iron mounTain 2006 annual reporT iron mounTain 2006 annual reporT
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To provide superior value to our 
customers by PROTECTING and STORING 
their information as if it were our own, 
EARNING their trust with service that is 
reliable and responsive, and PROVIDING 
comprehensive information protection 
and storage solutions to reduce our 
customers’ costs and risks.
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The need to manage chain of custody for all informa-
tion as it leaves an organization is fueling growth 
for our secure shredding business and certain digital 
services. Iron Mountain stores more information for 
more companies than any other vendor in the world. 
In the process we move over two million items on a 
weekly basis, using people and trucks. We operate the 
most reliable transportation network in the industry 
with a reliability rate well over 99%. However, with 
this volume and the reliance on human processes, 
we are not, nor will we ever be, perfect. During 
the year, in response to customers’ changing needs, 
we enhanced our transportation services with new 
premium alternatives, invested in more technology 
for chain of custody control and have tightened secu-
rity throughout our organization. We will continue to 
invest in these and other security-related initiatives to 
ensure that our customers’ information assets have 
the highest level of protection available. 

Our past strategy was dominated by investments to 
create global leadership and establish new services 
that would build upon that leadership for a very long 
time. The current strategy is about balancing invest-
ments to drive market share and strategic position 
against investments for capital efficiency and margin 
accretion. Focusing on all four value drivers requires 
investments in new processes, better management 
information and in some cases, different manage-
ment skills and experiences. The changes we are 
implementing often require us to make very difficult 

decisions. As our partners, know that we face them 
with compassion and make them based upon the 
best interests of the business: our organization, our 
customers and our shareholders. Evolving and devel-
oping our organization is the most important thing 
that we do. In 2006, we surveyed all Iron Mountaineers 
around the globe to measure their understanding of 
and progress towards total adherence to the seven 
core values which we believe form a common foun-
dation of the behavior we expect from one another. 
You will find our Core Values listed above. We are a 
stronger organization today than we were a year ago 
and we will continue to build on that strength.

We are fortunate to operate in large, trend-favored 
markets that afford us the opportunity to reinvest 
our discretionary free cash flow at a fair return on 
capital. We remain committed to our two original 
principles that bear repeating: (1) invest our share-

iron mounTain 2006 annual reporT iron mounTain 2006 annual reporT

T H E  I r o n  m o u n t A I n  WAY

O U R  C O R E  V A L U E S

seCurity 
  We protect our customers’ information  

as if it were our own.

total CustoMer satisfaCtion 
  We deliver what our customers expect,  

when they expect it.

Candor 
  We communicate in an open and truthful way 

that is constructive and respectful.

integrity 
  We are always honest and never compromise  

our Core Values.

aCCountaBility 
  We each hold ourselves personally responsible 

for our actions, commitments and results.

aCtion orientation 
  We are alert to opportunities and problems  

and act with a sense of urgency.

teaMWork 
  We work in teams to accomplish far more  

together than we could as individuals.
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holders’ money as if it were our own and (2) do what 
is right for our customers and employees. As always, 
we will continue to invest your money with the goal of 
increasing OIBDA in relation to total capital invested. 
Nothing in our business changes rapidly. However, 
we have established our strategic position, acquired 
leading market share and broadened our business to 
offer a unique value to our customers. The majority, 
but not all, of the capital investment required to 
build our platform is behind us. Our returns currently 
reflect the returns derived from our acquisition phase. 
We are biased for growth, meaning that our focus 
is on driving long-term sustainable revenue growth. 
Although we will certainly see short term variability, 
we believe that we will also accrete margin and drive 
capital efficiency over a five year period as a result of 
our investment priorities. 

In 2006, we invested $483 million of capital in proj-
ects to maintain current operations, support internal 
growth, develop new products, improve business 
operations, and acquire new customers and 12 new 
businesses. The mix of capital investments is shifting. 
From 1996, when we came public to roll up our 
industry following our phase one strategy, through 

2000, 84% of the capital we invested in the busi-
ness went to acquisitions. In the last five years, as we 
stressed the second phase of our strategy, that has 
dropped to 47%. The future will likely see a continu-
ation of investment trending away from acquisitions 
into growth, productivity and infrastructure initia-
tives such as new product development, processes 
and systems to drive future margin increases and 
building a stronger platform for a substantially larger 
business. In 2006, we were essentially free cash flow 
neutral before acquisitions (defined as cash flows 
from operating activities less net capital expenditures 
and customer acquisition costs) as we funded 9% 
internal growth and increases in capital expenditures 
for capacity, driven by strong storage revenue growth 
and opportunistic purchases of real estate.

We generate significant discretionary free cash flow 
and expect that to grow steadily. We can see the 
time coming when our discretionary free cash flow 
will exceed our ability to reinvest in our current busi-
nesses. Our future strategy remains one of returning 
to our shareholders any cash in excess of our ability 
to invest at attractive returns in our current market 
space. We are not driven for size alone. Simply put, 

In the U.S., the newly amended Rule 26 and other changes to the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure, which govern the production of evidence in most federal court cases, for 
the first time makes the efficient management of electronic records a requirement, 
not an option. Our customers are taking the law very seriously and that is accelerating 
the development of their eRecords retention and archiving programs. This is having a 
positive impact on our current physical and digital businesses.
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we strive to invest the maximum amount of capital at 
acceptable returns on total capital and apply prudent 
financial leverage to enhance returns on shareholder 
equity. We are patient, long-term investors. Our busi-
ness is built on a very strong recurring revenue model 
and the result of this large “fly wheel” of recurring 
revenues that increase every month is that nothing 
changes quickly at Iron Mountain.

We remain a leveraged business model. The highly 
predictable cash flows derived from our largely recur-
ring revenue model allow us to comfortably support 
significant financial leverage. Our business requires 
considerable capital investment in real estate, racking 
systems and IT storage systems for increased capacity 
to support the growth of both physical and digital 
storage revenues, which represent 56% of our consoli-
dated revenue stream and are the underlying source 
for almost all of our service revenues. We believe that 
prudent financial leverage applied to attractive return 

assets drives return on shareholder equity. That said, 
we ended 2006 with our consolidated leverage ratio 
at 4.4 times total debt to operating cash flow (as 
defined by our bank loan covenants), right around 
our all-time lowest level seen during our 11 years as a 
public company. We have ample liquidity and access 
to sufficient capital to fund our strategy.

Iron Mountain is fortunate to have a strong and active 
board of directors. As a group they hold a significant 
financial stake in our company. The majority of these 
holdings were created by investing their own cash in 
Iron Mountain, not by accrual of value from options 
granted to them by other shareholders. Six of our eight 
directors meet the standards and actions required for 
independence. We believe those characteristics, along 
with experience, good judgment, integrity and the 
willingness to share their opinion are the keys to good 
governance. We thank Tom Golisano for his service 
as a director. Mr. Golisano retired from our board at 
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2004
10 first time awards of $2,000 each

2005
10 first time awards of $2,000 each 
9 renewals from 2004 of $2,000 each

2006
10 first time awards of $2,000 each 
9 renewals from 2005 of $2,000 each 
8 renewals from 2004 of $2,000 each

here is what your donations 
have provided to the children 
of our employees: 

The Iron Mountain Scholarship Foundation
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the new iron Mountain Knowledge center is the source for industry trends, 
expert commentary, recommendations and practical guidance for confronting 
information management, storage and security problems facing corporations 
today. this is the first of a multi-phased approach to more proactively reach 
out to and educate our customers and prospects.

the 2006 Annual Shareholders Meeting after serving 
nearly nine years. We will miss his counsel. However, 
we have recently welcomed a new member of our 
board, Laurie Tucker. Ms. Tucker brings 28 years expe-
rience with FedEx and can offer us insights into the 
challenges that we face as we continue to build the 
leading services company in information protection 
and storage. We take seriously the obligation to build 
and nurture an effective board and will continue the 
process of recruiting exceptional talent to bring new 
perspectives and help make the future as successful 
as the past has been.

I also want to thank John Kenny, who is transitioning 
from his role as Chief Financial Officer to his new role 
as EVP, Corporate Development, and who will remain 

my partner in developing and growing Iron Mountain. 
The next phase of our expansion requires different 
skills and experiences to manage, with discipline, the 
processes that will allow us to invest and grow in an 
aggressive, yet balanced manner. John has accepted 
the challenge to manage corporate development 
activities and real estate, our two largest and most 
important areas of capital deployment. Both of these 
areas have become more important and complex as 
our investment geography has expanded from one 
country to five continents. As part of this evolution, 
we welcome with great expectations, Brian McKeon 
as our new EVP and Chief Financial Officer. Brian joins 
us after an exhaustive search to find someone with 
a strong presence who could add new dimensions to 
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advance our future agenda. We believe that we have found such a person in Brian. In 2006, we 
welcomed Marc Duale, President, Iron Mountain Europe, Linda Rossetti, EVP, Human Resources & 
Administration and Joseph DeSalvo, SVP and Chief Security Officer. Each brings significant busi-
ness experience and fresh perspectives to our management team.

We are also fortunate to have more than 18,600 dedicated Iron Mountaineers worldwide. The 
knowledge and loyalty of our employees is a significant asset of Iron Mountain. We appreciate their 
service and we will continue to work to reward them for their performance. This year we started 
a series of initiatives to invest more in developing our frontline workforce. This group comes from 
a part of our society that is under significant pressure to respond to changes in an economy that 
increasingly rewards those that have attained higher levels of education and training. We believe 
that expanded investments to help this segment of our employees learn and in turn create more 
value for Iron Mountain is good for them, our customers and our shareholders. This will be an 
ongoing focus in the future. On a related topic, I ask that you take time to read the section on page 11 
describing the Iron Mountain Scholarship Foundation and that you consider making a contribution 
along with me to help our dedicated employees better themselves and their families.

We have been fortunate to attract high quality shareholders as our partners. We appreciate your 
advice and input. We will continue to communicate with you in an open and transparent manner 
as we believe that you are our partners, not just shareholders.

On December 1, 2006, I celebrated my 25th year as CEO of Iron Mountain, the last eleven years as a 
public company. I am grateful for the wonderful opportunity I have had and look forward to many 
more years contributing to building this great company.

With continued pride and enthusiasm,

C. Richard Reese 
Chairman & Chief Executive Officer 
April 3, 2007



A messAGe from our  
ChIef fInAnCIAl offICer

Our business has proven to be remarkably robust and 
its performance has been very consistent. We feel 
fortunate to operate a business like this. Given that 
backdrop, it is important to note that our manage-
ment actions and investment decisions are the 
expected evolutionary extensions of the successful 
strategy we set more than a decade ago.  

As always, the principle that drives our focus and 
approach to long-term value creation continues to 
be increasing return on invested capital (ROIC) while 
reducing our cost of capital by:

 • Driving long-term internal revenue growth;  
 • Increasing operating margins;
 • Improving capital efficiency; 
 •  Prudently redeploying discretionary cash flow; 

and
 • Wisely managing our balance sheet.

Since becoming a public company more than eleven 
years ago, we have built the global leader in informa-
tion protection and storage services with an unparal-
leled footprint and the most comprehensive solutions 
set in the industry. As a company, we are now in the 
third, or capitalization, phase of our long-standing 
growth strategy. We seek to take advantage of the 
tremendous market opportunity before us, drive 
long-term revenue growth, margin expansion and 

capital efficiency all in the pursuit of increased ROIC. 
We continue to have a bias for growth. It is our strong 
preference to reinvest discretionary cash flows in 
those opportunities where we can execute success-
fully and drive good returns on capital. In attacking 
the largest opportunities we have before us, we will 
deploy more capital in the pursuit of internal growth 
than we will to acquire revenue. Our job now is to 
manage the balance between long-term growth and 
strategic positioning versus near-term margin perfor-
mance and capital efficiency, a job that requires a 
blend of aggressiveness and patience.

Our internal revenue growth rate has accelerated 
from 6% in 2003, an historic low, to 9% in 2006. This 
is right in the middle of our targeted range of 7% to 
11% for long-term internal revenue growth. We are 
confident in our ability to sustain this level of growth 
because our sales forces continue to mature and the 
markets for our wide array of information protec-
tion and storage solutions are large and growing. We 
estimate the addressable market for our services to 
be more than $40 billion worldwide. Over the same 
period, our storage internal growth rate, which also 
saw its low point in 2003 at 8%, and is a key indicator 
of the health of the business, has accelerated to 10%. 
We continue to see stable volume growth and positive 
pricing in our largest business, the North American 

Our views on value creation and the importance 
of complete and transparent communication 
with stakeholders are unshakeable.
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John f. kenny, Jr.
Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer
iron Mountain incorporated
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paper storage business, enhanced by faster growing 
businesses in Latin America and digital services. 
Storage is the heart of our business and as such we are 
a direct beneficiary of exploding growth in informa-
tion production. Each year, our North American paper 
storage customers send us 3% to 4% more cartons 
to store than they destroy in the normal course or 
otherwise remove from storage. We are continually 
impressed by the durability of this business.

The acceleration of our internal revenue growth rate 
is due in large part to the investments we have 
made in our customer facing expenses since 2003 
when OIBDA margins reached a high of 29%. Since 
that time, we have increased our customer facing 
spend more than 250 basis points to just over 9% of 
revenues. Those investments, along with our rapid 
expansion into new businesses and geographies have 
brought our margins to their current level of 26%. It is 
also important to understand that the margin trend 
of the past three years is not the result of any erosion 
in the fundamentals of our business, but rather the 
result of conscious decisions on our part to invest 
at a brisk pace as we capture more and more of this 
growing market opportunity.

At this stage of our life cycle, we feel compelled to 
invest in the business in pursuit of the robust market 
opportunity we face. Our ability and desire to invest 
at these levels is a function of the size of the market 
opportunity, our position relative to the competition, 
and the market trends that make information protec-
tion and storage more important than ever before. 
We invest with confidence because we see the returns 
from our early platform investments in our core North 
American physical businesses unfolding as expected. 
These return dynamics are now beginning to play 
out in many of our newer growth investments. All of 
these new businesses benefit from scale economics 
and we expect their margins to improve in time as 
they achieve critical mass. 

The fundamental investment thesis that first 
attracted many investors to Iron Mountain was 
sound and remains intact. The core physical busi-
nesses in North America, the engine that drives our 
company, are proving to be impressively durable. 
They continue to post healthy growth rates and 
steadily accrete margins at the field level on a same 
store basis. Now that we have created this foun-
dation, we are focusing much of our energy and 

resources on maximizing these businesses. As we 
have indicated, this is our primary strategic focus. 
The margin opportunities are as clear and present as 
ever and a significant portion of our current invest-
ment dollars are targeted at driving efficiency and 
productivity through these organizations. 

In addition to the investments we are making through 
the income statement, our gross capital spending 
has increased as we evolve our products to address 
market opportunities and build infrastructure neces-
sary to support the larger, more geographically diverse 
company we are becoming. As reported in our cash flow 
statements, our gross capital spending has increased 
from 13% of revenues to 16% over the last three years 
driven by higher storage revenue growth rates and by 
the opportunistic acquisition of real estate. We antici-

pate over $50 million of land and building purchases 
in 2007. In North America, we will exercise rights we 
engineered into our lease arrangements to perfect 
long-term control of our portfolio. On certain inter-
national fronts, a development bias is the best means 
to secure long-term control and cost advantages. 
Our real estate capital expenditures combined with 
capital spent to increase capacity in both the physical 
and digital businesses (primarily storage systems, 
data storage devices and data centers) comprises fully 
two-thirds of our spending and is nearly linear with our 
volume growth. Maintenance capex and the balance 
of our life, health and safety upgrades for acquired 
properties represents just over 15% of the total. The 
remaining capex is for discretionary spending on 
infrastructure and product development. The capital 
efficiency we expect to realize over the next several 
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years will primarily be a function of pricing actions 
contributing more to overall growth and the inherent 
leverage from the non-recurring infrastructure invest-
ments we are making today.

As we discussed at Investor Day last October, a closer 
inspection of our most well-established physical busi-
nesses reveals that capital efficiency and incremental 
returns improve dramatically as we transition from 
growth through acquisitions to internal growth. In 
our core North American physical businesses, nearly 
90% of the capital invested over the past five years 
has been capex rather than acquisition consideration. 
These businesses are generating significantly higher 
incremental returns than the other, less developed 
businesses in our portfolio. 

Two of the most important and complex areas of 
capital spending in our business are real estate and 
acquisitions. With approximately 950 buildings 
comprising nearly 60 million square feet, we manage 
one of the largest real estate portfolios in the world. 
We are focused on driving the globalization of the 
real estate function with a consistent set of best 
practices and advancing the strategic role real estate 
plays, both operationally and financially, within the 
enterprise. As we continue to expand internationally 
and explore new business opportunities in markets 
adjacent to our own, the nature of these transac-
tions becomes more heterogeneous and complex. 

We are advancing a corporate development agenda 
that is focused on furthering our strategic goals and 
enhancing shareholder value.

2006 performance

2006 was another year of strong and improving 
growth performance. We achieved or exceeded all 
of our important financial objectives. We reported 
$2.35 billion in total revenues and our internal revenue 
growth rate at 9% was at the top of our forecasted 
range. Importantly, we saw continued acceleration 
in our storage internal growth rate, which was 10% 
for the year. Storage revenue growth was driven by 
an increase in the net volume growth rate and a 
more positive pricing environment. Underlying gross 
margins (excluding depreciation), were up slightly 
compared to 2005 absent the dilutive impact of 
our recent strategic acquisitions in Australia, New 
Zealand and Europe, and costs associated with the 
facility fire in London.

In 2006, we posted OIBDA margins of 26.2%, as 
expected and in line with our plans. Year over year 
margins were impacted by fire expenses, increased 
customer facing expenses as we integrated LiveVault 
and built up our digital sales force (particularly in 
Europe) and investments in IT infrastructure. We were 
essentially free cash flow neutral before acquisitions 
in 2006 due primarily to stable positive cash flows 
from operations offset by higher capital expenditures 
for the year. Cash flows from operations have grown 
at a 5-year CAGR of 18% while net capital expendi-
tures have a comparable growth rate of only 14% over 
that same period. 

Net income for 2006 was $129 million, or $0.64 per 
diluted share, up 16% from $111 million, or $0.56 per 
diluted share for 2005. All per share amounts in this 
report have been restated to reflect our three-for-two 
stock split effective December 29, 2006. As in previous 

capacity
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years, foreign currency movements had a bearing on 
reported results. Specifically, in 2006, we reported $12 
million, or $0.03 per diluted share, of other income 
consisting almost exclusively of net foreign currency 
related gains as we marked certain of our foreign 
subsidiary intercompany debt to market in a relatively 
weaker dollar environment. This compares to $6 
million, or $0.02 per diluted share, of other expense 
consisting of net foreign currency related losses and 
early debt extinguishment charges driven by our 2005 
refinancing activities.

Since 2002, we have generated $320 million of 
cumulative free cash flow before acquisitions, while 
funding 8% annual internal revenue growth, building 
significant new growth legs in shredding and Digital, 
and investing more than $150 million in real estate. 
We believe we have invested this free cash flow 
wisely and that these investments along with our 
international expansion investments are beginning 
to generate increasing returns on incremental capital. 
We remain steadfast in our commitment to long-term 

value creation and fully believe that our ability to 
generate discretionary cash flow and grow our debt 
carrying capacity will out-pace our ability to prudently 
reinvest capital at acceptable rates of return in the 
near future.

As we continue to grow and expand geographically, 
financing our business on a global basis becomes 
increasingly complex. As such, our treasury group is 
focused on financing strategies that further our goal 
of reducing our cost of capital, while mitigating the 
risks of foreign currency exchange rate fluctuations, 
all in a tax efficient manner. To that end, we have 
been very active in the capital markets. In the second 
half of 2006, we completed the sale of $200 million 
of 8-3/4% senior subordinated notes due 2018, and 
in private placements, sold $50 million of 8% and 
€30 million of 6-3/4% senior subordinated notes, also 
due 2018. In the first quarter of 2007, we successfully 
completed the sale of €225 million of 6-3/4% senior 
subordinated notes due 2018, priced to yield 6-7/8%, 
and C$175 million of 7-1/2% senior subordinated notes 

At this stage of our life cycle, we feel compelled to invest in the business in pursuit 
of the robust market opportunity we face. Our ability and desire to invest at these 
levels is a function of the size of the market opportunity, our position relative to the 
competition, and the market trends that make information protection and storage 
more important than ever before. We invest with confidence because we see the 
returns from our early platform investments in our core North American physical 
businesses unfolding as expected.
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due 2017. These transactions, including our first in the 
Eurobond and Canadian high yield markets, provide us 
with natural currency hedges against our long-term 
European and Canadian investments. They are also 
consistent with our strategy to keep our debt portfolio 
long and fixed, thus matching our liabilities appro-
priately with our assets and the highly recurring and 
predictable revenue streams they generate.

The bond markets have come to appreciate the 
stability of the cash flows in our business driven by 
a highly predictable recurring revenue stream. We sit 
here today with a well constructed balance sheet, and 
a prudent amount of leverage largely insulated from 
interest rate fluctuations. We continue to monitor 
the financial markets and will generally refinance any 
of our callable debt securities if market conditions 
present attractive opportunities. We do place value 
on extending the tenor of our portfolio given the 
long-term nature of our assets. As of year-end, we had 
more than $314 million of borrowing capacity available 
under our various senior credit facilities.

As you know, we have been consuming our NOL’s 
over the past several years and currently have about 
$173 million left for federal tax purposes. We expect 
to consume substantially all of that NOL in 2007. Late 
in 2006, we established an international treasury 
center in Switzerland to centralize our international 
treasury function and serve as our in-house bank 
for our European operations and eventually for all 
of our international subsidiaries with the exception 
of Canada. This and other business strategies that 
we are implementing have positive tax implications 
and while certain one-time costs of implementation 
and the effects of adopting FIN 48, Accounting for 
Uncertainty in Income Taxes, may impact our effec-
tive rate modestly in 2007, we expect our effective 
rate to be below 40% beginning in 2008. More impor-
tantly, these strategies generate significant annual 
cash tax savings.

Our consolidated leverage ratio at the end of 2006 
was approximately 4.4 times total debt to OIBDA, 
as defined in our bank agreements. We remain 
committed to maintaining prudent leverage in order 
to drive higher returns on equity. To that end, we will 
generally seek to keep our leverage ratio in a range 
of four to five times, the range within which we 
have comfortably operated for many years. We will 
generate excess debt capacity as our OIBDA continues 

to grow and the business naturally 
de-levers. In the near-term, we 
have multiple investment oppor-
tunities with what we believe to 
be acceptable risk-adjusted returns 
to consume much of our discre-
tionary cash flow and excess debt 

capacity. That, however, will not be the case for very 
much longer. Soon, our ability to invest in our busi-
ness will not support the level of leverage we believe 
necessary to maintain in order to generate attractive 
returns on equity. It is now a case of when, not if, this 
will happen. We believe that within the next three 
to five years we will begin returning cash to share-
holders. Over the long-term, the marginal capital 
allocation decisions will likely compare the acquisition 
of real estate to the return of cash to shareholders. 
Both represent low risk ways to enhance returns and 
increase value.

By the time you receive this report, I will be tran-
sitioning to my new corporate development posi-
tion. Applying my experience and skills to strategy 
formulation and related capital investment decisions 
will be an appropriate and exciting role for me. I will 
approach this challenge with the same mindset I have 
employed over the last 16 years—that of a shareholder 
with a long time horizon. Finally, I would like to take 
this opportunity to thank the members of the Finance 
Group for their support and to personally welcome 
Brian McKeon to the Iron Mountain family. 

Sincerely,

John F. Kenny, Jr.
Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer
April 3, 2007
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The fundamental investment thesis that first attracted many 
investors to Iron Mountain was sound and remains intact.  
The core physical businesses in North America, the engine that 
drives our company, are proving to be impressively durable. 
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We have made statements in this report that constitute “forward-
looking statements” as that term is defined in the Private Securities 
Litigation reform act of 1995 and other federal securities laws. 
these forward-looking statements concern our operations, economic 
performance, financial condition, goals, beliefs, future growth 
strategies, investment objectives, plans and current expectations. 
the forward-looking statements are subject to various known and 
unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors. When we use words 
such as “believes,” “expects,” “anticipates,” “estimates” or similar 
expressions, we are making forward-looking statements.

although we believe that our forward-looking statements are based on 
reasonable assumptions, our expected results may not be achieved, and 
actual results may differ materially from our expectations. important 
factors that could cause actual results to differ from expectations 
include, among others:

 •  changes in customer preferences and demand for our services;

 •  changes in the price for our services relative to the cost of providing 
such services;

 •  in the various digital businesses in which we are engaged, capital 
and technical requirements will be beyond our means, markets for 
our services will be less robust than anticipated, or competition will 
be more intense than anticipated;

 •  the cost to comply with current and future legislation or regulation 
relating to privacy issues;

 •  the impact of litigation that may arise in connection with incidents 
of inadvertent disclosures of customers’ confidential information;

 •  our ability or inability to complete acquisitions on satisfactory terms 
and to integrate acquired companies efficiently;

 •  the cost and availability of financing for contemplated growth;

 •  business partners upon whom we depend for technical assistance 
or management and acquisition expertise outside the u.S. will not 
perform as anticipated;

 •  changes in the political and economic environments in the countries 
in which our international subsidiaries operate; and

 •  other trends in competitive or economic conditions affecting 
our financial condition or results of operations not presently 
contemplated.

You should not rely upon forward-looking statements except as 
statements of our present intentions and of our present expectations, 
which may or may not occur. You should read these cautionary statements 
as being applicable to all forward-looking statements wherever they 
appear. except as required by law, we undertake no obligation to release 
publicly the result of any revision to these forward-looking statements 
that may be made to reflect events or circumstances after the date 
hereof or to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events. readers are 
also urged to carefully review and consider the various disclosures we 
have made in this document, as well as our other periodic reports filed 
with the Securities and exchange commission.
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The only dividend we have paid on 
our common stock during the last 
two years was the stock dividend 
paid in connection with the stock 
split on December 29, 2006. 

Our Board currently intends to 
retain future earnings, if any, for 
the development of our business 
and does not anticipate paying 
cash dividends on our common 
stock in the foreseeable future. 
Any determinations by our Board 
to pay cash dividends on our 
common stock in the future will be 
based primarily upon our financial 
condition, results of operations 
and business requirements. Our 
credit facility contains provisions 
permitting the payment of cash 
dividends and stock repurchases 
subject to certain limitations. 
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We have included as Exhibit 31 
to our Annual Report on Form 
10-K for fiscal year 2006 filed 
with the Securities and Exchange 
Commission certificates of our 
Chief Executive Officer and Chief 
Financial Officer certifying the 
quality of our public disclosure, and 
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York Stock Exchange a certificate 
of our Chief Executive Officer certi-
fying that he is not aware of any 
violation by the Company of New 
York Stock Exchange corporate 
governance listing standards.
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physICAl busIness operAtIons

dIGItAl solutIons deployed

oper AtIonAl loC AtIons
(As of 3/31/07)

africa
Algeria
Angola
Cameroon
Chad
Congo
Egypt
Equatorial Guinea
Gabon
Nigeria
South Africa

asia  
Azerbaijan
China
Cyprus
Hong Kong-SAR
India
Indonesia
Israel
Japan
 

South Korea
Kuwait
Malaysia
Oman
Pakistan
Philippines
Qatar
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
Taiwan
Thailand
Turkey
United Arab Emirates
Viet Nam
Yemen

europe  
Austria
Belgium
Croatia
Czech Republic
Denmark

Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Republic of Ireland
Italy
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Montenegro
The Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Russia
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
 

Switzerland
United Kingdom

north america
Canada
Costa Rica
Dominican Republic
Mexico
United States
Virgin Islands (US)

oceania
Australia
New Zealand

south america
Argentina
Brazil
Chile
Ecuador
Venezuela
Columbia

asia Pacific 
Australia
China* 
Hong Kong-SAR* 
India* 
Indonesia*  
Malaysia* 
New Zealand 
Singapore* 
Sri Lanka* 
Taiwan*

europe 
Austria 
Belgium 
Czech Republic 
Denmark* 
England 
France 
Germany 
Hungary 
Italy 
Netherlands 

Norway 
Northern Ireland 
Poland 
Scotland 
Turkey* 
Republic of Ireland 
Romania 
Russia* 
Slovak Republic 
Spain

latin america 
Argentina  
Brazil 
Chile 
Mexico 
Peru

north america
Canada  
United States

*New location in 2006
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